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1. The current state of ImageVis3D

ImageVis3D is currently in late beta.  No new features are planned before the 1.0 
release, which is scheduled for Spring 2009.  Still we request that users contact us 
with bug reports, feature requests, and UI enhancements so that we may add them 
during post-1.0 development. See section 5, “Getting Help”, for information on how 
to contact ImageVis3D developers.

2. Settings & Configuration:

2.1. Settings, Configuration, and User Interface

2.1.1. Initial Configuration
The  first  time  you  start  ImageVis3D,  it  will  ask  you  to  configure  some  default 
settings.

After  selecting  `OK',  ImageVis3D  presents  you  with  the  settings  window.   This 
consists of 4 tabs: Memory,  Performance,  User Interface, and Renderer.  The most 
important of these are the Memory and Renderer tabs, which contain compatibility 
settings to make ImageVis3D work with your graphics card.
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2.1.1.1 Memory Tab

ImageVis3D contains advanced memory management code to make sure it does 
not attempt to exceed the capabilities of your system.  To effectively perform that 
task, it must know what those capabilities are.

The  GPU Memory slider  tells  ImageVis3D how much memory  you have on your 
graphics card.  Mac OS X users can obtain this information from the System Profiler. 
Linux  users  can  normally  glean  the  amount  of  video  memory  from 
/var/log/Xorg.0.log.  The  CPU Memory slider controls the amount of system RAM; 
ImageVis3D will assume it can access the amount of memory given here quickly. 
For this reason, especially if  you're running many other applications, it can be a 
good idea to set the  CPU Memory a bit lower than your system's actual available 
RAM.

It is not so bad if you set these sliders a bit too low, but it can affect performance 
severely  if  you  set  them too  high.   Thus,  if  you  are  unsure,  you should  utilize 
conservative settings.  It is essentially unheard of for any GPU to have less than 
64mb of memory these days; likewise, most systems purchased in the last 3 years 
have a gigabyte (1024 MB) of memory or more.

2.1.1.2 Performance Tab
The Performance tab lets you customize the interactivity of ImageVis3D.  The Open 
files without verification checkbox is off by default, and it is probably a good idea to 
leave it as such.  ImageVis3D verifies that the data you load are not corrupt, so you 
can be sure you are viewing exactly what you saved last week (or your colleague 
was viewing before they sent it to you).  However, this process can be slow, and so 
if you are opening the same file repeatedly it can be nice to disable the check.

The four sliders allow control of ImageVis3D's interactivity at the expense of raw 
performance.  Minimal framerate is a target framerate that ImageVis3D will try to 
maintain  at  all  times.   Active Timeslice and  Inactive  Timeslice have the largest 
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effect on interactivity; they control how often ImageVis3D will check to see if you 
are changing rendering parameters.   Larger timeslices will  lower total  rendering 
time, but may cause ImageVis3D to feel as if it “lags” behind your input.

ImageVis3D achieves interactivity using multiple levels of detail (LOD).  A typical 
scenario  for  scientists  using  visualization  software  is  to  configure  a  particular 
viewpoint, transfer function, or combination of rendering parameters such that the 
feature of interest is visible or prominent.  While interacting with the software, it 
can  be  a  nuisance  to  do  a  complete  render  every  time  some  small  setting  is 
changed, because a complete render can take quite some time, and many more 
changes will need to be made before settling on a 'final' rendering.  LOD techniques 
allow us to do a quick 'preview' render in this scenario, so the user may get an idea 
of how the completed render will look without committing to the time required for a 
full render.

To take advantage of this, ImageVis3D monitors how long it has been since the user 
changed a rendering parameter.  If it has been 'long enough', then ImageVis3D will 
load and render the dataset at a higher resolution.  The LOD Delay slider controls 
how long ImageVis3D will wait.

2.1.1.3 User Interface Tab
This tab contains settings for what ImageVis3D will remember across runs.

 Save Workspace on Exit – Saves the set of open windows, e.g. the transfer 
function editors, or rendering options windows.

 Save Window on Exit – Which windows were open, rendering settings in those 
windows.

 Lock  cloned  Window –  Whether  or  not  a  cloned  window  has  its  view 
parameters locked with the source window, by default.  This can always be 
changed per-window via the 'Workspace | Locking Options' settings.

 Absolute View Locks – Toggles between relative and absolute view locking.  In 
both cases, rotation in one window will cause rotation in all windows which 
are locked to that window.  With relative locking, the view parameters are 
allowed to differ, so you could (for example) view a volume from opposite 
angles.
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2.1.1.4 Renderer Tab

The  Renderer tab  contains 
compatibility  and  quality  settings. 
The  Render  Method selects  the 
renderer  type;  in  general,  Slicing is 
compatible  across  more  graphics 
cards,  but  Raycasting gives  better 
quality.   Blend  Precision tells 
ImageVis3D  how  much  detail  to 
retain  when  rendering;  8  bit is 
supported across  all  graphics  cards, 
but  recent  GPUs  support  16  bit or 
even  32  bit blending,  which  will 
generate higher quality images.

Compatibility  options  modify  the 
manner  in  which  ImageVis3D 
renders,  in  order  to  work  around 
issues with graphics cards or bugs in 
GPU  drivers.  Use  only  power  of  2 
textures should be enabled on all but 
the  most  modern  graphics  cards; 
without  it,  ImageVis3D  will  perform 
poorly.  Avoid Compositing is necessary to work around defects in some GPUs / GPU 
drivers.   If  an image seems to disappear into the background arbitrarily,  or you 
notice polygons which seem to 'pop' and flicker as you rotate the volume, you will 
need  this  setting.   Unfortunately  this  currently  disables  ImageVis3D's  ClearView 
rendering mode.  Use only 8Bit volume textures downscales even high resolution 
data down to 8 bits before sending it to the GPU.  This is sometimes necessary to 
get very old video cards to run ImageVis3D, but can significantly degrade quality. 
Disable Border deals with a technical rendering issue.  Try checking the option and 
seeing  the  affect  on  performance  for  your  system  –  leave  it  checked  if  the 
performance impact is negligible.

3. Tutorial Introduction

3.1 Basic User Interface Interaction
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3.1.2. The Idea behind the ImageVis3D UI
ImageVis3D has a very flexible and highly customizable interface, so let us first 
explore the UI. When you open ImageVis3D all you see is an empty canvas:

To  populate  that  canvas  with  UI  items  click  on  "Rendering  Options"  in  the 
"Workspace" menu. 

What you get is a new UI item floating around freely on your desktop (not restricted 
to the ImageVis3D canvas). Try to drag this Item to the borders of your ImageVis3D 
window and you will see that it attaches itself to the borders.

Now open a second UI item from the "Workspace" menu (say the "Progress viewer") 
and also attach that to a border. Next, detach the "Rendering Options" item and 
attach it on the same border as the "Progress Viewer". You may notice that you can 
do  multiple  things  with  the  UI  items,  such  as  put  them on  top  of  each  other 
(allowing you to see only one at a time) or one under the other (where you can see 
both simultaneously – given that your window is large enough). To hide a UI item 
you can either close it with the "X" button (or whatever the "close" button looks like 
on your operating system) or de-select via the "Workspace" menu.
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3.1.3 Opening a dataset
What's a rendering tool without a dataset? To open a dataset in ImageVis3D you 
have two options in the "File" menu:

"Load Dataset from File" and "Load Dataset from Directory": the first option loads 
datasets stored in a single file or files with detached headers (e.g. nrrd, raw, uvf, 
etc.) while the second menu item opens an entire directory, analyzes the files in 
that  directory,  groups  them  into  stacks,  and  lets  you  open  those  stacks  (e.g. 
images,  DICOM).   See section 4 for  more information on which file  formats  are 
supported.

Now let  us  open the "c60.uvf"  dataset,  available  from the  software.sci.utah.edu 
website that you downloaded ImageVis3D from. Use the "Load Dataset from File" 
menu item and point it to the c60.uvf file.

You should see an image like this one (maybe not as colorful but similar):

 

Play  around  a  little  with  the  dataset,  for  example  by  changing  the  size  of  the 
window. Left click and drag in the window to rotate the dataset, right click and drag 
to move it, and use the mousewheel to zoom in or out.  Hit 'c' to display a small 
coordinate  cross  in  the  upper  right  corner,  which  can  be  useful  to  maintain  a 
particular orientation for the dataset.

Now hit space to switch to 2x2 mode and you should see something like this:
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In this mode you can hit space again over any of the four sub-windows to enlarge 
that window. Using the mouse over the 3D will behave just like with the large view, 
while using the mousewheel over the small views scrolls through the slices. Use "x" 
and "y" over the slice views to flip the x- and y-Axes, respectively.  “m” will switch 
between the slice view and a maximum intensity projection.

Next, let us load another dataset, this time "tooth.uvf" which is also accessible via 
the ImageVis3D download page. You need not close the c60 view as it can handle 
arbitrarily many windows (well actually only up to 232 = 4,294,967,296 windows, but 
that should be sufficient for most users). Take some time to view the tooth dataset, 
and  familiarize  yourself  with  the  options  available  in  the  “Rendering  Options” 
window. You can also select "Clone current view" from the view menu to create 
another view to the same dataset. Try to create two views of the tooth, one looking 
straight down the top and a second looking a the dataset lengthwise.  Lock them 
together (“Workspace | Locking Options”) and rotate one of the views to see how 
locking works.

3.2 Transfer Functions

3.2.1. 1D Transfer Functions
Now  let  us  change  the  way  the  dataset  is 
rendered, first  by playing with the 1D transfer 
function.  Open  the  "1D  Transfer  function 
Editor" from the "Workspace" menu.

Right  click  and drag  the mouse  in the black 
box to keep a smooth gradient in the transfer 
function.  Then left click and draw to fine tune 
the  transfer  function.   Notice  how 
modifications  to  the  transfer  function  visibly 
change  the  dataset.  The  color  channels  to 
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modify are selectable on the left, and the slider on the right controls the scale of the 
histogram. You can also save your transfer function;  if  you store it  in the same 
directory as your dataset and give it the same name (sans the file extension), it will 
be automatically loaded the next time you open the dataset.

3.2.2. 2D Transfer Functions
Next,  let  us  explore  the 2D transfer  functions,  therefore  open the "2D Transfer 
function Editor" from the "Workspace" menu (depending on your screen size you 
may  also  want  to  close  the  "1D  Transfer  function  Editor"  now).  You  now  see 
something like this:

First,  switch the rendering to 2D Transfer function Rendering by clicking on the 
checkbox in the top left corner. By default the transfer function starts with a single 
quad  (unless  a  premade  function  was  loaded  automatically).  Now  select  the 
"Quadrilateral" in the selection box on the left, and shift + left click (hold the shift 
key while left clicking and dragging the mouse) in the black box on the right to 
move the quad around.  Use Ctrl + left click to scale the quad and Ctrl + Shift + left 
click to rotate it. Now, use a 'simple' left click to move the nearest vertex (yellow) of 
the quad or the endpoints of the gradient (green). Right click to add a new vertex to 
the closest edge of the polygon (note how the name of the polygon changes on box 
to the left). Right click directly on a vertex to remove it.  To add another quad or a 
circle click on the buttons to the left. Finally, to change the gradient of a polygon, 
select that polygon in the upper left pane and then add or remove stops to the 
gradient, or click on a stop to change its color and opacity. Note that if editing of the 
2D Transfer function is slow on your system you may want to switch to the "On 
Release" or the "Manual" Execution mode in the "Rendering Options" UI item. Also 
enable/disable the "lighting" to see the unlit / Transfer function only dataset.

3.2.3. Isusurfacing
To look at a particular isosurface select the "Isosurface Settings" from 
the "Workspace" menu.

First, enable the Isosurface rendering method with the checkbox and 
then move the slider  to  select  a specific  isovalue.  Use the "Choose 
Color" button to change the color of your isosurface, selecting a dark 
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blue. Next, enable the "ClearView" technology by clicking on the second checkbox. 
Now you can select a second isovalue. Next move your cursor  over the 3D view of 
you dataset and hold the shift key. As you can see the "ClearView lens" moves over 
your data. To change the appearance of the ClearView lens use the three sliders on 
the bottom.

3.3  Rendering Features

3.3.1. Rescale, Render Settings
Most of the rendering options in ImageVis3D can be configured via the “Rendering 
Options” UI panel. We've talked about the rendering modes already, but haven't 
covered all of the options in detail.  At the top of the dialog are three values which 
allow one to rescale the dataset in X, Y, and/or Z. This is useful for anisotropic 
datasets which do not report the relative dimension scales to ImageVis3D. The 
default 1.0 setting should render most datasets acceptably, but if your dataset 
seems squashed or stretched, the settings here can be used to render the dataset 
correctly.

The “Render Settings” lower in the panel control settings global to a particular 
rendering.  “Lighting” computes Phong-style lighting at every voxel in the dataset. 
This can help increase the depth information available in an image, but may also 
tend to drown out volumetric features by causing adjacent spatial areas to be 
dimmed or highlighted uniformly. The two “Bounding Box”es can be useful for 
depicting the orientation of a dataset which is elongated in one dimension.

3.3.2. Rotations
ImageVis3D can generate a set of images from a 360° 
rotation  around the volume of  interest.   To do this, 
select the  Recorder from the  Workspace menu.  The 
filename listed gives both the format and base name 
for  the generated image files;  in  the example here, 
ImageVis3D will generate capture0.png, capture1.png, 
etc.  Click the Capture button and a dialog will appear 
which queries for the number of images.  Note that the 
images  will  always  represent  a  360° rotation, 
regardless of the number of images.

3.3.3. Maximum Intensity Projection
ImageVis3D  can  also  render  MIP  images,  including  MIP  rotations.   To  use  this 
feature, first hit 'space' to get a 2x2 panel view of different viewpoints.
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Then hover your mouse over the plane you are interested in, and hit 'space' again 
to  make that  projection the only  active one.   Finally,  hit  'm'  to  switch into MIP 
rendering mode.
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You can also generate MIP rotations 
by using the Recorder window, as 
shown earlier.  When selecting 
capture, you will be presented with 
some extra configuration options. 
Orthographic Projection is probably 
the projection most people use when 
generating MIP rotations. Stereo 
creates stereo MIPs.

3.3.4. Stereo
ImageVis3D can also generate stereo 
renderings, suitable for viewing using 

anaglyph (“3D”) glasses.  Using ImageVis3D in this mode will  give the illusion of 
three dimensional volumes.  Use the  Workspace | Stereo  menu to enable stereo 
rendering.

3.3.5. Clipping Planes

Clipping planes are useful for 
seeing inside a dataset, 
particular when it contains a 
wealth of repetitive, mostly-
symmetrical data.  To enable a 
clipping plane in ImageVis3D, 
click the “Enable” checkbox 
under the “Clip Plane” section of 
the “Rendering Options” dialog.

“Show” enables or disables the 
widget which visibly displays the 
clip plane.  “Lock to Object” will 
cause dataset interactions to 
also affect the clip plane, 
causing the two to stay in sync.

Clip planes are controlled via all 
of the normal ImageVis3D mouse interactions.  To interact with the clipping plane 
instead of the dataset itself, one must hold a certain key will using the mouse.  On 
most systems, this key is the “Control” key.  The notable exception is Macs, which 
use the “Command” key for this purpose.
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4. Supported File Formats
ImageVis3D can render any data defined on a regular, three dimensional grid. 
However it must first convert that data into its internal “UVF” file format, and can 
only perform that conversion for data in a file format it understands.  File formats 
currently supported are mostly those which are common in the medical imaging 
community. These include:

● “Image Stacks”: sets of images within a single directory.

● DICOMs

● “Nearly Raw Raster Data”, commonly called “nrrds” (pronounced as, 'nerds').

● “Raw” files, any data which lacks metadata to describe the file.  When 
opening an unknown file, ImageVis3D will open a dialog asking the user to 
manually describe the relevant characteristics of the data.

● “Stack files”, which are exported via the MetaMorph software.

● “TIFF Volumes”, which are TIFF files that contain an entire image stack in a 
single file.

● Sun's “Visualization File Format”, normally stored in “.vff” files.

● Special purpose formats; “QVIS” for a particular research group, and 'Brick of 
Values' (“BOV”) files to convert data from other software tools.

5. Getting Help
5.1 ImageVis3D Wiki
The ImageVis3D wiki is located at:

http://www.sci.utah.edu/cibc/wiki/index.php/CIBC:Project:ImageVis3D

The wiki is mostly useful to find out “current” news about ImageVis3D, such as 
short-term development plans, basic information, how to compile ImageVis3D 
yourself, and the current version of this manual.

5.2 Mailing Lists
The SCI Institute maintains two ImageVis3D mailing lists: iv3d-users and iv3d-
develop.  The former is a low-traffic list which is used to assist those in using 
ImageVis3D to visualize their data.  This list is used as the primary mechanism to 
report new releases of ImageVis3D.  Currently, this list is the best place to report 
bugs or make feature requests.
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Iv3d-develop is used for technical discussion and meeting announcements.  Traffic 
on this list tends to be bursty, and can be quite high during some periods.

See the SCI website for information on joining any SCI-related mailing list.

5.3 Report an Issue
ImageVis3D has a built in dialog which can be used to 
report any undesirable behavior you may come across. 
This can be accessed via the “Help” menu.  The 
ImageVis3D development team asks that you use this 
dialog whenever possible to report problems you 
encounter with ImageVis3D.  Using this dialog 
automatically includes much of the most useful 
information for developers, and helps streamline your 
report for easy access and review.
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